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Ebbing trade friction calms markets, but slowing growth a bigger threat
The BMO Capital Markets Commodity Price Index jumped 3.1% in September,
buoyed by the mid-month Saudi oil attack and the shift in favour of lower
interest rates by the Fed and ECB. The index is primed for a correction in October
as energy and metals prices have retreated in recent weeks amid growing global
growth concerns, despite some positive news on the U.S./China trade front.
The Oil & Gas Index in September reversed most of the previous month's loss,
climbing 4.3% amid increases in both crude oil and natural gas prices. The rise
in oil occurred during the first three weeks of the month, responding to some
easing in trade tensions between the U.S. and China and the attack on Saudi
Arabia's oil infrastructure. However, oil prices retreated during the final ten days
of September on signs of a faster-than-expected recovery in Saudi productive
capacity, as well as widespread weakness in manufacturing globally. This has
resulted in a ratcheting down of expectations of global oil demand.
The Metals & Minerals Index picked up its fourth
consecutive increase in September, rising 1.8% to
its highest level since October 2013. All components
contributed positively to the result, but nickel remained
in the spotlight, posting a third straight double-digit gain.
Solid underlying investment and infrastructure trends in
China should offset some of the pressure on metals prices
from the global manufacturing slowdown.
The Forest Product Index surged 8.7% in September,
with lumber doing all the heavy lifting. Further supply
curtailments and signs of optimism on the U.S. housing
front lifted average SPF prices to US$373/mbf in the
month, though prices pulled back through mid-October.
OSB prices remained relatively steady as oversupplied
markets shrugged off a modest uptick in demand.
The Agriculture Index edged down 0.5% in September
for a third straight monthly decline. Of index constituents,
only wheat prices advanced during the month, posting
a modest 0.8% gain, while all other components lost
ground. The largest declines were in the livestock space,
where hogs sold off 9.2% and cattle prices lost 4.7%,
though both declines were broadly in line with seasonal
norms as consumers shut down their grills and headed
indoors for the winter.
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Commodity Focus: Crops
Trade Hostilities and Elevated Stockpiles Weighing

.

Benchmark crop prices remain weak following an improbable string of large global
harvests (Chart 1). Between 2013 and 2018, broadly supportive growing conditions
across much of the world, together with the continued adoption of impressive yieldenhancing technologies, drove global stockpiles of wheat, corn, and soybeans to
all-time highs. This year, global yields of most major crops appear to have taken a
step back, reflecting more challenging weather in a number of key growing regions,
including North America (Chart 2). But yields remain relatively sturdy in absolute
terms and demand conditions have become less supportive, given the slower pace of
global economic growth, the impact of African Swine Fever (ASF) on feed demand, and
continued trade frictions involving China, which have stranded key crop products in
North America.
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Wheat prices have moved somewhat higher during the fall thanks to early winter
weather in the Northern U.S. Plains and the Prairie Provinces, which complicated the
harvest and will likely weigh on the quality of the overall crop. Challenging harvest
conditions proved especially problematic after rain delayed the planting season in
some areas, leaving a larger share of the crop vulnerable to an early freeze. Even so,
wheat prices have gained little over 2019 as a whole, as greater acreage has helped
to prop up world production and global wheat yields likely edged somewhat higher
this year, despite growing challenges in Australia and parts of the Black Sea region.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture currently estimates that global wheat carry-out
stocks will reach another record this year and that the stocks-to-use ratio will be littlechanged near recent highs, even though consumption has continued to trend higher.
With stockpiles elevated and the global economy softening, it is expected that any
near-term recovery in wheat markets will be relatively staid, but prices should trend
at least modestly higher ahead, as some farmers are unable to turn a profit at current
levels. Overall, wheat prices are expected to average US$4.90 per bushel in 2019, littlechanged from 2018, before increasing to $5.40 in 2020—still a relatively low level by
historical standards.
Canola prices started the year in rough shape and have lost additional ground amid
escalating trade hostilities with China. Last year, China applied substantial retaliatory
tariffs to U.S. soybeans, which weighed heavily on oilseed prices in general, and this
year the country instituted a blanket ban on imports of Canadian canola, ostensibly due
to contamination concerns. Although the market impact of the ban has been softened
by lower acreage and likely weaker yields in Canada this year, canola prices (in US
$ terms) still plumbed decade-lows in May. At this stage, a major improvement in
pricing will likely require a breakthrough in trade relations with China, but prices should
still trend somewhat higher ahead as producers transition into other crops. And, with
China’s purchases of North American oilseeds as low as they are, it has little ability to
further disrupt the market. Assuming limited progress on the trade front, canola prices
are expected to average US$344 per metric tonne in 2019, down from $389 in 2018,
before partially recovering to $370 in 2020 as farmers divert acreage to other crops.
Corn and soybeans—the most intensively-grown field crops in North America, though
not components of BMO’s Commodity Price Index—remain oversupplied despite more
challenging growing conditions this year. Within North America, trade hostilities
remain a major headwind, especially in the soybean space, as China has historically
purchased nearly one-third of the U.S. crop. Although China has agreed to increase
agricultural purchases from the United States as part of the so-called “mini trade
deal” announced this month, the details of the agreement remain uncertain and it
seems unlikely that China will significantly ease pressure on the U.S. agriculture sector
without a meaningful withdrawal of U.S. tariffs. The emergence and spread of ASF
has also eliminated around 20% of China’s hog herd, which has substantially reduced
the country’s feed requirements and increased its ability to forego U.S. product. From
a global perspective, oversupply will likely be compounded by producers in South
America, who have been quick to capitalize on the trade war by increasing farm
acreage and investing in export infrastructure geared toward trade with China. All of
this points to a sluggish recovery ahead.
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Technical Note
The BMO Capital Markets Commodity Price Index is a
fixed-weight, export-based index that encompasses the
price movement of 16 commodities key to Canadian
exports. Weights are each commodity’s average share
of the total value of exports of the 16 commodities
during the period 2012-16. Similarly, weights of subindex components reflect the relative importance of
commodities within their respective product group.
The all-commodities index and sub-indices consist of
the following:
.
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Source: BMO Economics

Unless otherwise specified, all indices reported in this
publication correspond to prices in U.S. dollars.
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